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Executive Summary 

This paper discusses the process of identifying factors that influence the contamination level of a 

given decision area and then determining the likelihood that the area remains unacceptable.  This process 

is referred to as “lines of evidence”.  These “lines of evidence” then serve as inputs for the stratified 

compliance sampling (SCS) method, which requires a decision area to be divided into strata based upon 

contamination expectations.  This is done in order to focus sampling efforts more within stratum where 

contamination is more likely and to use the domain knowledge about these likelihoods of the stratum 

remaining unacceptable to “buy” down the number of samples necessary, if possible.  Two different 

building scenarios were considered as an example (see Table 3.1).  SME expertise was elicited 

concerning four lines of evidence factors (see Table 3.2) – 1) amount of contamination that was seen 

before decontamination, 2) post-decontamination air sampling information, 3) the applied decontaminant 

information, and 4) the surface material.  Statistical experimental design and logistic regression modelling 

were used to help determine the likelihood that example stratum remained unacceptable for a given 

example scenario.   

 

The number of samples necessary for clearance was calculated by applying the SCS method to the 

example scenario, using the estimated likelihood of each stratum remaining unacceptable as was 

determined using the lines of evidence approach.    The commonly used simple random sampling (SRS) 

method was also used to calculate the number of samples necessary for clearance for comparison 

purposes.  The lines of evidence with SCS approach resulted in a 19% to 43% reduction in total number 

of samples necessary for clearance (see Table 3.6).  The reduction depended upon the building scenario, 

as well as the level of percent clean criteria.  A sensitivity analysis was also performed showing how 

changing the estimated likelihoods of stratum remaining unacceptable affect the number of samples 

necessary.  In conclusion, using the lines of evidence approach with the SCS method can reduce sample 

sizes when SME are able to identify factors that reduce the likelihood that an area remain unacceptable.  
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1.0 Introduction and Background 

A Government Accountability Office (GAO) investigation following the 2001 anthrax incident 

concluded that validated sampling methods and statistical sampling plans were needed to provide 

confidence that there is no contamination when all sample results are negative (GAO, 2005). This 

conclusion strongly reinforces the need for characterized, validated sampling plans to effectively respond 

to bio-threats and ensure public safety. In addition, surface sampling is critical in two phases of recovery 

from a biological contamination incident:  

 Locating contamination during the characterization phase, and  

 Verifying areas are uncontaminated or sufficiently decontaminated during the clearance 

phase of the restoration process.  

Sampling plans are an essential element when characterization or clearance is required for a 

contaminated or possibly contaminated area (referred to as the decision area).  Sampling plans rely upon 

statistical sampling techniques to determine the necessary number of samples and the amount of 

confidence that can be obtained when clearing the decision area.  Generally, sampling plans that make no 

assumptions about the contamination or the decontaminant will require many probabilistic (simple 

random) samples to be taken, in order to obtain a high amount of confidence that a high amount of the 

decision area is clean (no contaminant found).  When characteristics about the contamination and/or 

decontaminant are understood, then assumptions can be made and statistical methodologies can be 

produced which will use those assumptions to drive down the number of samples needed for clearance of 

a decision area.  The combined judgmental and random (CJR) method (Sego et al. 2007, 2010) and 

stratified compliance sampling (SCS) method (Venzin and Sego 2015) were derived to do just that.   

The CJR method requires that the decision area be divided into high-risk and low-risk areas.  The 

high-risk area is fully sampled and these samples are called judgmental samples while the low-risk area is 

randomly sampled at a smaller rate.  Two additional parameters concerning the high-risk area samples are 

needed.  These parameters are 1) PJ, the likelihood of the high-risk area samples being acceptable (no 

detectable contaminant); and 2) r, the likelihood ratio between the high-risk area samples being 

unacceptable compared to the low-risk area samples.  As PJ and r increase, less samples will be 

necessary. 

The stratified compliance sampling (SCS) method extends the CJR method to an arbitrary number of 

risk based areas. The assumption remains that subject matter experts are capable of identifying an area 

that is most likely to harbor unacceptable samples (detectable contaminant). Knowledge obtained from 

sampling items in this highest-risk area affect the likelihood of finding an unacceptable item elsewhere in 

the decision area. Furthermore, instead of a single value of r, the model assumes that a set of r values can 

be determined that augments the acceptability of items within each stratum. As in the CJR model, 

judicious choices of PJ and the set of r values can significantly reduce the sample size required to meet a 

target confidence. 

The information that is needed for the CJR or SCS methods to define the high-risk areas and to 

understand the characteristics of the high-risk areas is not always available or well understood.  This 

makes applying these methods difficult, because of the uncertainty in these pieces of information.  Also, 

these methods do not allow for other types of information to influence sample size.   It was decided to 
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develop a methodology that would help map these other pieces of information to the likelihood based 

inputs needed for the stratified sampling method.  This method is called “lines of evidence”.   

The lines of evidence approach for determining the number of samples necessary to clear a 

decontaminated area is dependent on understanding many other factors about the scenario of interest.  

Two of these possible factors could be the amount of contamination present and the effectiveness of the 

selected decontamination method.  The amount of contamination can be estimated if information is 

available about the contamination release (where, how, how much, etc.) and/or samples are taken to 

quantify the amount of contamination.  Models can be applied to this information to give an estimate of 

the contamination across the whole area of interest.  Possible models could be produced using software 

like CONTAM (Walton and Dols 2013) or statistically-based algorithms like kriging. 

Decontamination effectiveness can be estimated by knowing which decontamination method is 

selected and knowing under what conditions the decontamination method is being used.  Different 

decontamination methods and conditions have been studied and summarized in the literature (some 

examples include U.S. EPA 2010 and Ryan et al. 2010).  Decontamination methods were generally tested 

in an attempt to demonstrate at least a 6log10 deduction (Ryan et al 2010).   This was done because a 

6log10 deduction was being considered as a requirement for product registration as a sporicidal agent 

against spores of Bacillus anthracis Ames” (U.S. EPA 2007).    

Many factors can influence decontamination efficacy.  These factors have to do with the decision area 

environment, the contaminant, and the decontaminant.  Environmental factors include:  temperature, 

relative humidity, sunlight, type of material the contaminant is on, and the amount of background bio-

burden in the contaminated area.  The contaminant factors include:  the actual contaminant used, the 

method of preparation for the contaminant, the contaminant deposition method, and the amount of 

contaminant applied.  The decontaminant factors include:  the amount of decontaminant applied, and the 

decontaminant exposure contact time.  There are likely many other factors that could be considered in 

each of these categories.  Decontamination studies (U.S. EPA 2010 and Ryan et al. 2010) made the 

following observations –  

 the contaminant is more persistent at lower temperatures; 

 relative humidity has a varying effect on the contaminant; 

 the contaminant is most persistent in aqueous environments, less stable on fomites, and least 

persistent as an aerosol; and 

 the use of B. subtilis had a lower efficacy when compared to B. anthracis. 

Other factors may be considered as lines of evidence.  This may include air sampling results after 

decontamination and the surfaces within the decision area.  Subject matter experts (SME) may discover 

other factors which provide further evidence into the clearance of a decontaminated area.  All of these 

factors can provide evidence of a successful decontamination and can help determine the likelihood that 

an area is still unacceptable (contaminated).  This paper will demonstrate how relying on SME expertise 

to estimate the effect of non-surface sampling factors for a given scenario can be used in conjunction with 

the SCS method to reduce the number of surface samples that will be needed to achieve a given 

confidence level.     
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2.0 Lines of Evidence Methodology 

The “lines of evidence” methodology relies on the stratified compliance sampling approach to help 

reduce numbers of samples needed to clear a contaminated area with confidence.  This section discusses 

how to elicit the probabilities from domain experts that are needed for stratified compliance sampling. 

2.1 Stratified Compliance Sampling  

The stratified compliance sampling methodology requires that the full decision area be divided up 

into various strata based upon factors like likelihood that contamination exists, difficulty to 

decontaminate, surface material, etc.  Each stratum will then result in an area that is homogenous.  After 

the strata are defined, the investigator must determine the a priori probability that an unacceptable item 

exists for each stratum. The investigator is also asked to provide a set of “relative risk” terms determining 

the ratio of the unacceptability of items in the stratum with the largest a priori probability to all of the 

other strata.  These strata definitions and the associated risks, as well as the desired confidence level and 

minimum proportion of acceptability (i.e. 95% confident that at least 95% of the decision area is 

acceptable) make up the inputs for the SCS model.  Details concerning the SCS methodology can be 

found in (Venzin and Sego, 2015). 

It is important to note that defining strata and the risk associated with each stratum is subjective and 

prone to error.  However, careful and conservative accounting for these quantities will improve the 

sampling plan by requiring fewer samples than would be expected from traditional approaches.   

2.2 Elicit Lines of Evidence from Subject Matter Experts  

Considering lines of evidence factors can help the SME determine better stratum and better estimates 

of the risk.  For example, if a stratum was very lightly contaminated on a surface that is easy to clean and 

a decontamination method was applied that is well known to clean the contaminated area, then the 

resulting input to the SCS model should indicate a very low probability that the stratum is still 

unacceptable.  Likewise, if a stratum was heavily contaminated and the air sampler detects contamination 

after the decontamination, the probability that the stratum is still unacceptable should be very high. 

The lines of evidence methodology relies upon the SME to determine these values of probability that 

a stratum is still unacceptable.  The SME should consider all possible evidence to do this and may choose 

to give a conservative estimate.  In Section 3, an example is shown that takes the domain experts opinions 

concerning four possible evidence factors and uses a regression model to help apply that to example 

stratum.  The SCS approach is then employed and the reduction in numbers of samples necessary for 

clearance is shown. 
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3.0 Lines of Evidence Example 

This section describes how the lines of evidence methodology could be applied to two different 

building scenarios.  These building scenarios are summarized in Table 3.1.   

Table 3.1.  Lines of Evidence Building Scenario Examples 

Scenario 

Total  

Square Footage 

Carpet  

Square Footage 

Vinyl  

Square Footage 

Drywall  

Square Footage 

Stainless Steel 

Square Footage 

1 5000 500 2000 1000 1500 

2 4000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Section 3.1 discusses what factors are considered as lines of evidence for this example and how SME 

expertise is collected.  Section 3.2 discusses how the SME expertise can be translated into the inputs 

needed for the stratified sampling approach.  Section 3.3 shows the necessary sample size results when 

applying these methods to the two building scenarios. 

3.1 Example Elicitation from Subject Matter Experts  

For this example, four factors were considered to demonstrate the lines of evidence approach.  These 

four factors and the possible levels of these factors are summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2.  Lines of Evidence Factors Considered for this Example 

Factor Possible Levels 

Amount of Contamination (pre-decon) 
1) Area was highly contaminated 

2) Area was lightly contaminated 

Air Sampling (post-decon) Information 
1) Small amount of contamination detected 

2) No contamination was detected 

General Decon Method Information 
1) Method has consistently shown a 6 log kill 

2) Method has NOT consistently shown a 6 log kill 

Surface Material 

1) Carpet 

2) Vinyl 

3) Stainless Steel 

4) Drywall 

These four factors resulted in 32 possible different combinations (2 x 2 x 2 x 4).  Using experimental 

design principles, it is possible to get a measure for these 32 combinations by only sampling a specific set 

of 16 of them.  In this case a half-replication fractional factorial design is followed to determine which 16 

scenarios should be considered (Dean & Voss, 1999).  An SME was asked to estimate the probability that 

an area was still unacceptable, for each of the 16 certain contamination scenarios involving these four 

factors.  The results of these estimates are found in Table 3.3.   
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In this case a half-replication fractional factorial design is used to elicit a few estimations of these 

probabilities of an area being unacceptable from SME.  A quarter-replication or even an eighth-

replication could be used depending on the situation.  These fractional designs allow a few estimations of 

these probabilities to be used to infer probabilities for any combination of these factors. 

Table 3.3.  Estimated Probability of an Area Still Being Unacceptable (Contaminated) Given a 

Specific Contamination Scenario 

Amount of Contamination 

(Pre-Decon)a 

Air Sampling (Post-

Decon) Informationb 

General Decon 

Method Informationc 

Surface 

Material 

SME Probability of Area 

Being Unacceptabled 

High High High Carpet 0.999 

High Low Low Carpet 0.20 

Low Low High Carpet 0.25 

Low High Low Carpet 0.999 

High Low High Vinyl 0.15 

High High Low Vinyl 0.999 

Low High High Vinyl 0.999 

Low Low Low Vinyl 0.05 

High High High St Steel 0.999 

High Low Low St Steel 0.05 

Low Low High St Steel 0.15 

Low High Low St Steel 0.999 

High Low High Drywall 0.15 

High High Low Drywall 0.999 

Low High High Drywall 0.999 

Low Low Low Drywall 0.05 

a High = Area was highly contaminated pre-decon; Low = area was lightly contaminated pre-decon 

b High = Small amount of contamination detected; Low = No contamination was detected 

c High = Method has consistently shown a 6 log kill rate in the lab;  Low = Method hasn’t consistently shown a 6 log kill rate in the lab 

d SME’s estimates of the probability of an area still being unacceptable (contaminated) 

 

3.2 Converting SME Expertise to Stratified Compliance Sampling 
Inputs 

The 16 scenarios and probability estimates, as shown in Table 3.3, are then used to fit a logistic 

regression equation.  This equation has the following form: 

   𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 + 𝑏3𝑥3 + 𝑏4𝑥4 (Eq. 3.1) 

where b0 is the intercept, x1 is the amount of contamination (1=high, 0=low), x2 is the air sampling 

information (1=high, 0=low), x3 is the decontamination information (1=high, 0=low), x4 is the surface 

material (1=carpet, 0=others), and b1 through b4 are the slopes associated with x1 through x4.  To calculate 

the estimated probability of a given stratum still being unacceptable, Equation 3.1 is used with the logistic 

function: 

   𝑝(𝑥) =  
𝑒𝑓(𝑥)

𝑒𝑓(𝑥)+1
=  

1

1+ 𝑒−𝑓(𝑥) (Eq. 3.2) 
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where f(x) is defined in Equation 3.1. 

 Table 3.4 contains the coefficients for the intercept and slopes when fitting the equation from the data 

in Table 3.3.  Using these coefficients, values for the factors (the x’s) for a given scenario, and equations 

3.1 and 3.2, estimates for a given stratum being unacceptable can be calculated.  For this example, it was 

decided to consider the scenario that the decision area was highly contaminated before decon, the air 

sampler detected no contamination after decon, and the decon technology had consistently demonstrated a 

better than 6 log kill rate.  The area was divided into four strata, based on the surface material.  These 

materials were carpet, vinyl, stainless steel, and drywall.  Table 3.5 shows the estimated probability of the 

area still being unacceptable for each of these strata using the coefficients in Table 3.4.  This scenario was 

considered for each of the two different building scenarios that are explained in Table 3.1.   

 The estimated probabilities of each strata being unacceptable found in Table 3.5 are inputs for the 

SCS method.  The SCS method requires two inputs from the lines of evidence approach:  

 θ, the probability that a grid cell in the highest risk stratum is unacceptable 

 ρi, the pre-existing belief of the unacceptability of a grid cell in stratum i relative to the highest 

risk stratum. 

 Section 3.3 discusses how the results from this example are used to calculate the number of samples 

needed when using the SCS method for each of the two different building scenarios explained in Table 

3.1. 

 

Table 3.4.  Logistic Regression Coefficients 

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 

-2.874 0.289 9.116 0.870 1.031 

 

Table 3.5.  Estimated Probability of an Area Being Unacceptable for Four Selected Strata  

Strata Conditions 

Surface 

Material 

Estimated Probability of 

Area Being Unacceptable ρi 

1 Area was highly contaminated (pre-

decon); No contamination detected by 

air sampling (post-decon); Decon 

method has consistently demonstrated a 

6 log kill 

Carpet 0.174 (θ) 1 

2 Vinyl 0.070 0.4023 

3 St Steel 0.070 0.4023 

4 Drywall 0.070 0.4023 

3.3 Sample Size Results 

The lines of evidence outputs from Table 3.5 are converted to the inputs for the SCS method.  For this 

example, θ is 0.174, which is the probability that a grid cell in the highest risk stratum (Strata 1) is 
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unacceptable.  ρi is the ratio of a grid cell being unacceptable for strata i  relative to the highest risk 

stratum.  The last column in Table 3.5 lists the ρ values. 

Using 95% confidence and the θ and ρi values from Table 3.5, the SCS methodology was applied to 

each building scenario to calculate how many samples would be needed.  Table 3.6 shows the numbers of 

samples needed for each stratum for each building scenario when considering 95% confidence that at 

least 95% of the area is clean and 95% confidence that at least 99% of the area is clean.  This was done 

for both stratified compliance sampling and acceptance sampling from a hypergeometric distribution 

(Sego et al 2007, 2010). This form of acceptance sampling can be thought of as “simple random 

sampling” assuming an underlying hypergeometric distribution.  The SCS methodology resulted in a 

sample size reduction of between 19% (building scenario 2 with 99% clean) and 43% (building scenario 1 

with 95% clean) relative to simple random sampling.  In each case, this is a significant reduction in the 

number of samples needed for clearance, although it is important to note that results will vary according 

to each situation and the estimates for θ and ρi. 

 

Table 3.6.  Total Number of Samples Necessary for Simple Random and Stratified Compliance 

Sampling for Each Scenario 

Strata 

Building Scenario 1 Building Scenario 2 

Simple Random 

Sample 

Stratified Compliance 

Sample 

Simple Random 

Sample 

Stratified Compliance 

Sample 

95%a 99%a 95%a 99%a 95%a 99%a 95%a 99%a 

1 10 29 15 84 15 70 18 100 

2 19 114 6 37 15 70 8 42 

3 13 57 6 35 15 70 8 42 

4 16 85 6 36 15 70 8 42 

Total 58 285 33 192 60 280 42 226 

a The percentage of area to be expected to be clean, given 95% confidence. 

 

 

 

The estimated probability that a grid cell in the highest risk stratum is unacceptable (θ) and the 

estimated ratios of a grid cell being unacceptable for each stratum to the highest risk stratum (ρi) are 

inputs into the SCS method and each influence the calculated number of samples.  A sensitivity analysis 

was performed to look at the effect that changing these inputs has on the number of samples necessary for 

clearance.  Figure 3.1 shows how the required total number of samples changes as both the SME prior (θ) 

and the ρ values change, for each of the building scenarios and the 95% and 99% clean criteria.  The three 

lines on each plot represent the SME value for θ (0.174), a 20% decrease in θ (0.139), and a 40% decrease 

in θ (0.1044).  The x-axis represents the ρ values for strata 2 – 4.  The ρ values at the SME point are (1, 

0.4023, 0.4023, 0.4023) for the four strata.  Each value to the right of that is a reduction in the ρ values for 

strata 2 – 4.  For example, the “–20%” point represents the ρ values (1, 0.3218, 0.3218, 0.3218), while the 

“–60%” point represents the ρ values (1, 0.1609, 0.1609, 0.1609).  From this plot it is evident that the 

changes in ρ values have a greater impact on the required number of samples than the changes in θ, 

especially when considering at least 99% clean as a criterion. 
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Figure 3.1  Sensitivity Analysis Results of the Numbers of Samples Needed for Each Scenario 
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4.0 Conclusions 

“Lines of evidence” is the ability to identify factors that are influencing the possible contamination of 

a given decision area and then convert this knowledge into probabilities estimating the likelihood of each 

area still being unacceptable.  This paper shows how pre-determined identification of factors and 

elicitation from SME can be taken and then applied to a few different building scenarios.  These estimates 

of probability can then be used with the stratified compliance sampling (SCS) approach to help reduce the 

number of samples necessary to determine clearance for the decision area.  For this example set, sample 

sizes were reduced between 19% and 43% from the commonly used, simple random sampling approach.     

This is just one example about how these probabilities can be determine and used with the SCS 

method.  Other lines of evidence factors could be considered and other logistic regression models could 

be created to help build a model in which these probabilities could be calculated based upon any scenario.  

This would require SME expertise to identify the additional factors that influence contamination and SME 

expertise into the likelihood that an area would remain unacceptable given those factors.  As was done in 

this example, statistical experimental design principles could be used to help in this process. 
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